
Duration:   1 Week

Benefits:
• Be prepared for Copilot for Security with a 

Microsoft Security tooling review

• Unlock security productivity gains faster 

• Rapid investigation and response

Protect at the speed 
and scale of AI

Business Challenge 
Microsoft Copilot for Security is the first generative AI 
security product that enables security and IT teams to 
defend at the speed and scale of AI. It assists them in 
performing tasks such as incident summarisation, impact 
analysis, reverse engineering of scripts, and guided 
response, in a fraction of the time and with greater 
accuracy and confidence.

To ensure organisations can use Copilot for Security to 
proactively manage threats and vulnerabilities they must 
ensure their existing M365 E5 toolset is optimised and 
appropriately enabled.

Microsoft Copilot for 
Security Activation

Copilot for Security Readiness Report
Insight will present our security recommendations detailing 
the readiness of the security tools for Copilot for Security

Security Tool Review
Insight will conduct a review of the following Microsoft 
products within your security ecosystem:

• Microsoft Defender External Attack Surface Management

• Microsoft Defender Threat Intelligence

• Microsoft Defender XDR

•  Microsoft Entra

• Microsoft Intune

• Microsoft Purview

• Microsoft Sentinel

Prompt Engineering Training 
Insight will conduct two prompt engineering training 
sessions to enhance the client’s understanding or usage of 
Copilot for Security.

Copilot for Security Enablement
Insight will deploy Copilot for Security and understand use 
cases to right size Security Compute Units. 

How we help
Insight’s Copilot for Security Activate solution has been 
developed to ensure your organisation is equipped for 
AI within your security function. Our team of security 
specialists will guide you through a 2-week engagement 
to enable Copilot for Security, evaluate your existing 
security tooling and provide recommendations to increase 
coverage and maximise Copilot for Security effectiveness. 
The fourkey deliverables to this offering include:
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Copilot for Security Activate 

Activate

Activate Copilot for 
Security and provision 

Security Compute 
Units in Azure

Assess

Assess the customers 
security tooling for 
deployment scope 

and effectiveness to 
support Copilot

Enable

Prompt engineering 
training for the team to 

maximise the effectiveness 
of Copilot and understand 

common use cases.

Present

Present findings to 
improve Copilot for 

Security effectiveness and 
make recommendations 
on Azure consumption

2 Weeks

2,500  Microsoft certifications globally

Why Insight for Microsoft?
Few can compare with our relationship with Microsoft. Partners for 30 years and counting, we are the largest Microsoft global 
partner with more than 5,000 consultants and 1000 dedicated Microsoft resources globally. Our best-in-class capabilities, 
unmatched expertise, and ability to successfully deliver solutions built across all areas of Microsoft technology have earned us 
numerous recognitions.

Microsoft Partner Awards, including:

• 2023 Microsoft Australia Partner of the Year

• 2023 Microsoft Hong Kong Partner of the Year

• 2023 Solution Assessments Partner of the Year

• 2022 Microsoft Surface Reseller Partner of the Year

• 2022 Microsoft Surface Hub Reseller Partner of the Year

• 2021 Microsoft Security Partner of the Year (Singapore)22 Specialisation, including:
• Adoption and Change Management
• Identity and Access Management
• Threat Protection

7 Microsoft Solutions Partner Designations, 
including:

• Security
• Infrastructure (Azure)
• Microsoft Cloud

About Insight
Insight Enterprises, Inc. is a Fortune 500 solutions integrator with more than 11,500 teammates worldwide helping organisations 
accelerate their digital journey to modernise their business and maximise the value of technology. We enable secure, end-to-end 
transformation and meet the needs of our clients through a comprehensive portfolio of solutions, far-reaching partnerships and 
33+ years of broad IT expertise. Rated as a Forbes World’s Best Employer and certified as a Great Place to Work, we amplify our 
solutions and services with global scale, local expertise and a world-class e-commerce experience, realising the digital ambitions 
of our clients at every opportunity.
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